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“Owning my identity ties into my value of dignity” 
                   - Chelsea Manning. 

This years edition of The Palace International Film 
festival has emerged as a channelled, queer and 
experimental film festival. The reason: to platform 
the gender and sexuality revolution whilst 
appreciating and involving the diverse spectrum 
of fine art talent at The Palace. Building on the 
concept of an organisation owning their own 
transmedia narrative, PIFF has chosen to create 
a ‘Queer Dystopia’  with the aim of developing our 
own queer immersive performances in Bristol to 
compliment the film festival program...Enjoy! 
                  - Harry Silverlock



http://www.palacefilmfest.org/http://www.palacefilmfest.org/

3 QUEER 
AS 
F*CK

10 mins
Brazil 2017
D: Cali Dos Anjos, P: Bia Medeiros

Tailor is a transgender cartoonist that 
shares in his web page other trans 
people’s experiences and their challenges 
in society. Tailor is a transgender 
cartoonist that shares in his web 
page other trans people’s experiences 
and their challenges in society.

Tailor

7 mins
UK 2016
D: Mabz Beet, P: Brett Chapman

Escaping into a videogame world for hours at 
a time can be great fun. But what do people 
take away from the experience when they 
go back to their everyday lives? In this film, 
two trans people talk about how they have 
actively used videogames as part of how 
they explore not just their gender, but their 
skills, self-confidence, and self-expression.

Skeleton in a BeretCalamity
20 mins
Belgium 2017
D: Séverine De Streyker, P: Maxime Feyersalain

France meets her son’s girlfriend 
for the first time. She loses control..

10 mins
Brazil 2017
D: Cali Dos Anjos, P: Bia Medeiros

One half of the design team takes center 
stage here as Dru stars alone in this piece that 
embodies sentiments of self-love, temptation, 
and sacrifice. Atmospheres of the deep 
forest combine with a theme of royalty as the 
subject’s inner turmoil is exposed, yet their 
supreme beauty is pristine and unfaltering.

Reign

This program explores being queer and owning it. Queers are 
fighting harder than ever to be heard and to be seen.  Queer 
as Fuck presents an eclectic selection of performative work by 
functionally diverse filmmakers. From intrinsically-rendered stories 
of forbidden love to the intersections of queerness, this collection 
of titillating, tender and subtle shorts represents an unashamed 
claim to beauty, desire, autonomy and, above all the love for 
oneself. We take a step back from the individual and explore the 
context in which the individual exists. We explore these stories 
through the eyes of a community, understanding where we come 
from, and looking at where we are going. This selection of films 
takes us into different worlds and experiences, from the personal 
assertion of existence to the defiant fights for our right to exist in 
the world. 



http://www.palacefilmfest.org/http://www.palacefilmfest.org/

4 mins
Canada 2016
D: Karleen Pendleton Jiménez

4 mins
UK 2017
D: Kai Fiáin P: Azara Meghie

Azara  Meghie  explores and   negotiates queer 
politics through dance and spoken word.

‘Niolam Ja Se Kochaneczke’ work explores 
potentialities of queer utopias, while 
examining the relationship between history, 
“national values” and power structures. I 
revisited Eastern European folk traditions and 
whilst employing a contemporary reading I 
questioned why queer love has never been 
preserved and celebrated in the folk history.

Newbie queer teen, Ben is faced with the 
realities of his recently discovered sexual/
gender identity when he is caught up in 
a homophobic police drug-raid in a gay 
nightclub in 1994. Inspired by a true event.

As summer draws to a close, a young trans 
girl finds freedom in a secret midnight swim. 

Breaking Down My Translation

Niolam Ja Se KochaneczkeTasty

Swim

A butch lesbian tells the story of her 
queer body with the help of her mother 
and the Aztec goddess Coyolxauhqui.

Butch Coyolxauhqui

5

11 mins
USA 2017
D: Mari Walker P: katharine Lee Mcewan

10 mins
Poland, 2016
D: Katarzyna Perlak 

15 mins
Australia 2016
D: Meagham palmer, P: David Morris varun-swaminathan



http://www.palacefilmfest.org/

A ten-minute essay film made mostly of archive 
footage, ‘You Will Be Free’ uses a line written 
by US actor/writer Cookie Mueller as she was 
dying of an AIDS-related illness as a point of 
departure for poetic reflections on the impact 
of the HIV/AIDS crisis, as well as notions 
surrounding death, the body and afterlife.

A young man named SUN attends a group 
sex orgy held by a dating app . He has sex 
with another four guys, but it doesnt seem 
to turn him on. The host finds immaginative 
ways to immerse his sexual fantasies.
When the Sodom’s gate opens, to be or 
not to be, that is a “ fucking hard ” question.

6 female performance artists retreat for remote 
conversation around eco sex* into Welsh Wilderness. 
They immerse with the Quiet Earth surroundings 
through body and mind and follow eco erotic trails. 
They have intense encounters with trees and sheep. 
Blurred practice. Queering witchy heritage. They 
improvise in response to a meadow, the ocean 
and the paradox of live art documentary itself.

You Will Be Free

Sodom’s CatEco Erotics

http://www.palacefilmfest.org/
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11 mins
UK 2018
D: Charlotte Seebeck

30 mins
Taiwan 2017
D: Huang Ting-Chun 

10 mins
UK 2017
D: Juliet Jacques

Whatever you like, whatever you do, these 
shorts will give a unique perspective to sexuality. 
Repressed sexuality and us not being who we 
want and how we want to act, there is a degree of 
compromise in us questioning ourselves sexually 
and understanding what each other want. This 
programme explores sex positivity, repression of 
sexuality and the turbulence of sensuality with a 
subtext of freedom through experience. 

The Night Cleaner

5 mins
Canada 2017
D: Blair Fukumura

As the night cleaner in Canada’s busiest 
gay bathhouse, Travis has his work 
cut out for him. With good humour he 
takes us on an amusing and sometimes 
harrowing tour through his nightly duties.



Venus – 
Filly the Lesbian Little Fairy

6 mins
Brazil 2017
D: Sávio Leite

In this animated fairy-tale Filly, a lesbian 
fairy with nimble fingers, seduces women 
by day dressed as a boy. But at night 
something strange happens and soon 
half the population of Whatsit Village are 
eagerly queuing up. From the foam of 
the sea, fertilized by the blood of the sky, 

http://www.palacefilmfest.org/ http://www.palacefilmfest.org/

COMMUNITY 
ACTIVATION

This strand gives insight into the social sphere of the queer community. 
Why do labels exist? Particularly in the queer community - part of being 
queer in 2018 is finding your tribe (if you want to label yourself). This 
sense of belonging is crucial to those who have been marginalised and 
isolated. The connections made with each other and coming together 
to be heard and speak out against injustice towards our communities. 
Sometimes all it takes is just relaxing and enjoying being around others 
who don’t question your existence. There’s a politics in campaigning 
together, and a politics in how we relate to each other which this 
selection of film gives insight to.

9



Approach / Withdraw

http://www.palacefilmfest.org/

Brown Queers
25 mins
UK, 2018
D: Michelle Williams Gamaker

A docufiction that follows the lives of three 
individuals who identify as queer. The 
work details their feelings and personal 
expressions as they navigate home and 
professional lives, and the establishment of 
non-binary self-definition without apology. 

http://www.palacefilmfest.org/

The Swimming Club

9 mins
UK, 2016
D: Nick Finegan, Cecilia Golding

“The Swimming Club” explores the 
destructive misconceptions society has for 
the trans body. For most of them, what it 
means to be trans is to be concealed, and 
the simple pleasure of being in a public 
place now feels like being pushed under 
the spotlight, up for debate and attention. 

Headless
7 mins
USA 2017
D: Sebastian Sdaigui

Filmmaker Sebastian Sdaigui spotlights 
queer pride and gender fluidity 
with his portrait of three friends, 
all performance artists, navigating 
homophobia and femmephobia with a 
dose of sass, grit, and camaraderie. 

G.E.M.
7 mins
Canada, 2017
D: Mike Hooves

Where does a bicycle shop fit within 
feminism? A look into a weekly 
initiative created to allow people of 
marginalized genders to comfortably 
participate in bike shop culture.

11

Approach/Withdraw is a ten-minute, 16mm 
film narrated by Rebecca Root, which 
explores how public understandings of 
oestrogen and sex hormones affect the 
sense of self and relationships of those 
who feel at odds with their assigned gender.

10 mins
UK, 2017
D: Ker Wallwork Juliet Jacques

13 mins
UK 2017
D: Reuben Armstrong

The Brighton Kop are an example of 
how football can give gay football 
fans something to be proud about and 
challenging the perceptions of their 
fellow fans. It is a positive story that 
dispels lazy football fan stereotypes and 
show how through community projects 

The Brighton Kop

20 mins
Germany, 2017
D: Josephine Page  Réda Ai 

This documentary portrays a drag show which 
takes place in Berlin, Neukölln. These performers 
challenge the stereotypes of drag and depict also 
their environment considered as one of the freest 
city in Europe. A documentary that explores a new 
approach of drags, cheekier and more daring which 
truly represents our generation, the queer community 
and its desire to go beyond sexual standards.

Real Housewives 
of Neukholn 



4 mins
Germany, 2018
D: Dickon Bevan

http://www.palacefilmfest.org/
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PalaceMIX.exp

A body, having been absorbed with light, 
undergoes a process of transformation 
passing through a series of states and 
examinations. The digitalised Super 
8 format reflects this renewal with 
the light absorbing analogue film’s 
own transition to the digital form

20 mins
Portugal / France, 2015
D: Marie Losier

Mysterious portrait of Fernando, aka Deborah Krystal, 
the glittering and poetic performer of the Lisbon 
club Finalmente, where he has been performing 
every night over thirty years in golden dresses. 
Under the layers of his colorful fabrics, the many 
skins of Fernando are revealed, letting Lisbon’s 
legends come to life. Alternately woman mermaid, 
female birds, woman lion, we are taken into the 
desires and dreams of metamorphosis and myths.

11 mins
UK, 2016
D: Scout Stuart

A highly controlled dancer moves away 
from the uniformity and discipline 
of ballet to explore her own identity.

http://www.palacefilmfest.org/

Leg, Arm Head

L’Oiseau de la NuitMothership

4 mins
USA, 2017
D: Luis Marciliano

Locked in a room, where should forever stay. 
Fighting against secrets. Swallowing the secret 
with the discomfort that causes for other people. 
Bleeds from the inside. Closing the sandwich and 
taking a bite. Taking a bite. Taking a a bite.against 
secrets. Swallowing it with the discomfort 
that causes for other people. No one see the 
blood? Closing the sandwich and taking a bite. 

Jelly Sandwich

In every work of art, we see traces of 
its creator (be it an aesthetic or a layer 
the artist’s creative outpu embedded into 
the personality of a character. As the 
definition of selfhood changes within the 
context of immersive digital experience 
and the increase of our identification with 
these digital mannerisms, so too does 
the idea of connection evolve and morph. 
PalaceMIX.exp is a unique and eccelectic 
selection of queer, experimental film and 
digital media exploring these ideas of 
connection and self image. Showcasing 
contemporary works by queer artists that 
explore how various aspects of queer 
identity portraiture play out within a variety 
of approaches to experimental cinema



http://www.palacefilmfest.org/

THE PALACE 
RESIDENTS 
& ALUMNI

28 mins
Germany, 2016
D: Daniel Kulle

In a dystopian future world of surveillance and work, 
Max isn’t the successful type. To compensate for his 
isolation, he programmed his very own virtual world, a 
campy safe haven. Along with it, he created his digital 
fairy prince, a dream hunk modelled after his handsome 
real world colleague Ken. When the real Ken finds out 
about this, he is enraged but intrigued. Ken hacks 
into this world and slips into the mask of his digital 
doppelganger. A digital fairy tale about love and fantasy.

http://www.palacefilmfest.org/

3 mins
Canada, 2016
D: Jaene Castrillon

This 16mm short explores light as a 
meditative state while encouraging the 
viewer to take a moment to be present 
within themselves. Taking various macro 
shots of crystals as an expansion 
on the theme of light and darkness.

Experiments in LightIn deiner Haut

15

The Palace has been running 
for three years and The Palace 
International Film Festival for two 
years. In this short space of time 
we have had over 300 residents 
come through our Palace gates 
and over 90 films screened 
from all corners of the world. 
This selection of films exhibits 
current residents and alumni’s 
work, experienced with the 
interdisciplinary mediums that 
The Palace falls under.

3 mins
France, 2017
D: Jonathan lemieux

My work explores my relationship to my 
own sexuality. In this particular piece, I try 
to come to terms with my body issues 
stemming from my avid pornography 
consumption, that started in my teenage 
years, and which have shaped my 
distorted vision of beauty and masculinity. 

Not Like Them



11 mins
UK 2018
D: Saskia Selwood

A short film made abouta family home 
and a father’s hoarding. Saskia wanted 
to portray the different viewpoints of 
the family living in the space and how it 
impacts them. The film also questions 
our attachment to objects and how they 
contribute to creating our idea of home.

12 mins
201
D: Buster Grey-Yung, Joshua Grey-Yung

An abstracted audio-visual journey 
through the desert lands of North Eastern 
India. The film explores the everyday 
practices and rituals of local Rajastanis, 
whilst subtly addressing themes of 
faith, gender politics and the impact 
of advanced technologies on rural life.

http://www.palacefilmfest.org/http://www.palacefilmfest.org/

13 mins
 UK 201
D: Lola Maraver

Documentary Short Film about 
the artist Arturo Rhodes.

Heavier Than AirLiving With A CollectorArturo Rhodes

17

A younger mistress, a secret student-
teacher love affair and a love child. The 
source of many emotional dramas, this 
story takes the audience through the life 
of one family who handled these ordinary 
occurrences in an extra-ordinary way.

17 mins
Austria 2017
D: Sonja Madani

Lovechild
13 mins
Germany 2018
D: Dan Fethke

We all have bad dreams. But for Connor? They just 

keep getting worse.  His research into his ailments 

leads him to the mysterious Cauchemar Research 

Institute. Inside, he meets Dr. Celeste the psychiatrist, 

or...mystic, or...dream counselor, or...wait, who the 

heck is she? A crackpot, maybe, and an enigma 

for sure. Worrisome as it may seem, Connor’s at 

his wit’s end - and now, at Dr. Celeste’s whim.

Bedsheet

6 mins
Germany 2017
D: Reda Ait

Dorothy is both a tribute to David Bowie and 
to the art/sport of pole-dance. Through this 
documentary, THEM tries to develop the idea 
that, again, using our bodies are more than 
just visual, it is a real involvement and a way to 
get rid of  social constructions. The idea of the 
choreography came to Dorothy’s head the very 
next day of David Bowie’s dead, during the night.

Dorothy

The 
Palace 
Residents 
Showcase 2

The 
Palace 
Residents 

Showcase 1
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Animation project for Colombian Psychadelic 
Rock band “Los Niños Telepaticos”. Made 
using oil-paint on a plastic surface.

6mins
2018
D: Simon Ortega

Los Niños Telepáticos

4 mins
Spain 2018
D: Billy Craig

From the moment she wakes up to the moment 
she goes to sleep, Meritxell Lorca is navigating an 
obstacle course. Turning blind at the age of 15, her 
world changed from one of seeing, to another of 
non-seeing. Yet through sheer tenacity, Meritxell 
is determined to pursue her dream of becoming a 
professional skier. In this short we follow Meritxell 
down the rapid slopes of La Molina, to watch her 
launch herself into the piste without seeing a thing.

http://www.palacefilmfest.org/

11 mins
France 2018
D: Reda Ait

Salambo -tells the story of a night 
encounter. It’s a fiction about a drag-
king (Lou Lesage) who discovers herself 
through someone else’s freedom. It 
is a movie about love and gender. A 
movie which questions the slight border 
between the feminity and the masculinity.

Blind Turns

19

Salambo

50 mins
 2017
D:  Billy Craig P: Katya Barton 

A film about an eccentric Englishman’s reckless 
decision to buy a dilapidated 700-year-old 
palace, in the south of Poland and the unexpected 
life-line sprung on it by an artists’ residency.
A foreign force numbering in the hundreds will 
now decend on Jim’s home, to breathe new 
life into the dungeons, halls and ballrooms.

Jim and The Palace

20 mins
UK 2017
D: Louis Sainsbury

Feeling for Chimeras is a research project investigating 
the sacred, the self-hunt and systemic violence 
in queer and chimerical bodies. Taking form as a 
performative lecture and video installation, Feeling 
for Chimeras explores text-to-image relationships 
as a reflexive process for fable-esque & fictive 
experiences of the body; focusing on poetry and found 
footage video to uncover moments of vulnerability 
and tenderness in experiences of systemic violence.

9 mins
UK 2017
D: Louis Sainsbury

In which the ankle oozes menstrual 
blood, slowly decomposing and 
recomposing in a slow meditation.

Achilles in the Forest of GaiaFeeling For Chimeras

Special 
Palace 
Residents 
Showcase

TBC mins
Poland 2018
D: Jessica Hargreaves, Tanya & Abby Howard

Palace residents all have different 
expereinces at The Palace and coming to The 
Palace. 2018 residnets Jess, Tanya & Abby 
will all be cycling to Poland from the UK and 
will document their journey for us to view.

The Palace Trip



Film Title
0 mins
France 2018
D: Josselin Facon, P: Emmanuel alain

fdshbhfs dsf dsfds fdsjfdsfdsfds f dsfhjsd 
fdshsd fdsf df hsdjfh ds f dsfhds fdshfh 
dsf dsfhds fdhsf dsfdhsf dhsf ds fhds fsd 
fds fds fdhssdsfds f dsf ds fds f sdf sdf 
ds f  dsf ds f s f sd fds f ds f s d d f  df 
d  d d d f  f  f f f fffffffff  d fhdsh fdhsf 
sdfhdsf sdfhsdhfhddsffsdf sdf hsh dsdf
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Tom meets Simon, a Cameroon refugee 
on a dating app. They have a short, 
but passionate relationship and both 
hope to find a better life, happiness and 
love. However, Tom realizes that this 
relationship has a huge impact on his own 
life and is forced to make a difficult choice.

17 mins
UK 2017
D: Guido Verelst

Skai Blue

Eileen and I’ examines the life of a 
32-year-old girl as she takes on a drag 
queen alter-ego in order to help her with 
her life long struggle against anxiety.

http://www.palacefilmfest.org/

PUSHING 
BOUNDARIES

Whether alone or as part of a community, the people in these films 
live their lives on the edge, not quite fitting in. Each part of this short 
film programme focuses on these individuals and events in their lives, 
exploring intimacy, identity and gender expression. These explorations 
are seen from the outside and the inside, letting us into their deepest 
thoughts and feelings.

16 mins
UK 2017
D: Ellie Rogers

A teenage girl unexpectedly spends 
an evening with her father’s hired 
escort. Despite an initial prejudice a 
bond develops between them as the 
escort recognises the girl’s feelings 
towards a delivery girl and offers to help.

http://www.palacefilmfest.org/

16 mins
Brazil, 2016
D: Filipe Matzembacher, Marcio Reolon

From the jungle the drums were heard, 
and Arthur knew it was time to leave

12 mins
UK 2017
D: Sam Pearson

Eileen and I

The Last Day Before ZanzibarOutlines

21
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A teenager from the South Side of Chicago 
decides to reveal their true identity during 
a spoken word performance only to 
be interrupted by an uninvited guest.

9 mins
USA 2015
D: Michael Paulucci, P: Cagney Gentry

Pronouns

23

http://www.palacefilmfest.org/

Connections come in all forms, they can be life changing experiences or 
passing chapters in your day, they can be good or bad or non-binary. 
Regardless, the need for people to connect is vital to our very nature. In 
this short film programme, you’ll find personalities seeking to connect 
with family, friends, and strangers. But you will also discover individuals 
seeking out new perspectives from their experiences. The stories in this 
category are very diverse but they are united by the need for human 
interaction. In the present society controlled by digital technology and a 
surveillance culture, the personal connections are still vital.

SPEAK 
2 ME



20 mins
Norway 2017
D: Tommy Næss

Noora is raised in a strict religiuos sect on 
the west coast of Norway. When she falls in 
love with Siv, she upsets her family’s plans 
to marry her with the much older Johannes.

http://www.palacefilmfest.org/

24 mins
Belgium 2017
D: Nicolas Graux, P: Thomas Meys

Pawel is absolutely positive that separation 
has completely dampened his feelings 
for the young man he was in love with. 
But when he finds an unexpected visitor 
at home one rainy afternoon, it turns out 
it might all have been a little different.

15 mins
Canada 2018
D: Kyle Reaume P: Brendan Whelton

Dave and Andrew reach a new level 
of closeness in their relationship 
when they share their personal 
experiences with self-harm.

8 mins
Sweden 2018
D: Jimi Vall Peterson

Emil and Adam are two guys in their 
20’s. They are close friends, and after a 
night at the movies, Emil is going to sleep 
over at Adam’s. A film about friendship 
and the longing for something more.

SleepoverVertical Lines

After DawnNoora
15 mins
Sweden 2017
D: Lia Hietala

10-year old Cleo joins her lesbian 
sister Gabbi and her girlfriend to her 
summerhouse. In the center of attention 
is the biggest question: Who is Cleo 
in love with, is it a girl or is it a boy?

http://www.palacefilmfest.org/

My Gay Sister

25
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8 mins
UK 2018
D: Nirmala Valinciute

Regina

After the 1941 Lithuanian deportations 
to Siberia, this is a story of a woman 
who grew up there and watched 
her parents struggle through the 
aftermath of the traumatic events.

3 mins
UK 2018
D: Lizzie Meaker

A short film that shines light on the mental 
deteriation of a young female conflicted 
with the aftermath of acquantance rape.

51
2 mins
UK 2018
D: Kester Urwin

A short time lapse of film exploring the 
pace of modern life and light within the city

Urban Sprawl

3 mins
UK 2018
D: Elias Williams

A Bristol reporter’s story about 
slavery is hijacked by a rapper, who 
aims to reclaim back the legacy of 
historical African legend Mansa Musa

Mansa Musa Riddim

2 mins
UK 2018
D: Jake Lukas

An exploration into alien worlds 
throgh simple techniques

Simple Worlds

An experimental short exploring and 
challenging the stereotypes door staff 
are faced with in their day-today role.

6 mins
UK 2018
D: Evan Woodall

The Door

This programme showcases a 
selection of The University of 
West England’s 2018 graduates 
film students projects. From 
experimental imagery to a very 
Brizzle documentary this selection 
showcases the diverse talent of 
UWE_FILM students 2018.

27



  DIGITAL QUEER DYSTOPIA  THE PALACE PRODUCTIONS

  THE PALACE DIARY ROOM             THE PALACE PLAYER
This year will hold host to The Palace 
International Film Festivals very own 
Big Brother style diary room. We invite 
residents to book in twenty-minute slots 
(we have a designated time) to come and 
be in our diary room broadcasted live 
to The Palace Cinema. This is a space 
that invite you to explore isolation and 
connection, resonating digital surveillance 
technology. this is the twenty second 
century where your voice will be heard...
possibly unlistened to. Join us for our 
midnight diary sessions too.

The year is 2184, gender fluidity is mainstream and non-
binary big brother is watching over us... 

At The Palace we believe in multiple mediums and 
concepts converging to elevate experimentation and create 
conversation. The transmedia narrative of the film festival 
is a queer dystopia exploring the queer agenda meets a 
totalitarian state. Using inspiration from Channel 4’s Big 
Brother series we want to use this concept to programme 
and expand The Palace International Film Festivals concept. 
The aim is to bring an edition to the UK city of Bristol with 
queer immersive performances extending from the film 
programme.

The Palace Player is The Palace International Film Festivals non-exclusive and 
all inclusive VoD platform. Think mini Netflix but for queer and experimental 
film. The Palace Player is a fair distribution platform that gives allows the 
filmmaker to retain all rights to their film. The platform is a way for filmmakers 
to economise their work and think about how their work can support their 
practice. The Palace Player will be launching at the end of this year and as 
a resident you gain free access and membership, so if you miss any of The 
Palace films this year you may be able to catch them again later in the year

The Palace Productions is The Palace Arts filmmaking 
community where we can share resources, ideas, forge 
future collaborations and essentially create and develop ideas 
and discussions together. From sound designers, producer, 
directors, editors, film marketeers and camera operators. 
This group is for everyone and anyone involved in the film 
development process. The film collective will be launched 
officially this year in Poland as part of The Palace Artist 
Residency. Come and join us in the cinema for an hour every 
afternoon as we discuss all things film related. From creative 
screenwriting to video editing to marketing and distribution.
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